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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s bel ich t

SURGERY UND

39/1990

L- THEORIE

9.9 bis 15.9.1990

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn: Bak (Bielefeld), Herrn tom Dieck
(Göttingen) und Herrn Ranicki (Edinburgh) statt, mit 31 Teilnehmern und 21
Vorträgen. Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standen die Anwendungen von Surgery
und L- Theorie auf die Klassifikation von topologischen Mannigfaltigkeiten. Die
neuartige Methoden der kontrollierten Topologie waren besonders stark vertreten.

The conference was orgamzed by A. Bak (Bielefeld), T. tom Dieck (Göttingen)
and A. Ranicki (Edin~urgh), with 31 participants and 21 talks. ·The topics CODcerned the applications of surgery and L-theory to the classification of topological
manifolds. The new methods of oontrolled topology were particularly strongly
represented.
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Tagungsteilnehmer / Participants
1. P. Akhmetiev, Troitsk

2. ,D. R. Anderson, Syra.cuse
3. A. Bak, Bielefeld
4.. F. Bermba.ch, Mainz

5. F. Clauwens, Nijmegen

6. F. Conilolly, Notre Dame
7. J.Dans,Bloo~n
8. T. tom Dieck, Göttingen

9. S. Ferry, Binghamton
10. L Hambleton, Hamilton
11. J.-O. Hausmann, Geneve

12. C. B. Hughes, Nashville

13.

C. Kearton, Durham

14. A. F. Kharsiladze, Troitsk
15. E. Laitinen, Helsinki'
16. A. Libgober, Chicago
17. M. Morimoto, Okayama
18. H. Munkholin, Oden.se

19. Ngoc Diep Do, Hanoi
20. K. Pawalowski, POZnaD
21. A. Pazhitnov,

M08COW

22. S. Prassidis, Hamilton
23. A. Ranicki, Edinburgh
24. M. RauBen, Aalborg

25. M. Rothenberg, Chicago

26. J.Suüth,Philaddphia
27. C. Stark, Gainesville
28. P. Teichner, Mainz

29. P. Vogel, Nantes
30. M. Weiss, Aarhus'
31. B. Williams, Notre Dame
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Vortragsauszüge / Summaries of talks

Tarne immersions

P .AXHl4ETIEV
Tbe notions of tame immersions and tarne bordism of immersions of 2-dimensional
manifolds in R3 are defined. Tbese notions are very similar to tbe usual ones of the
bordism of immersions. However, we oonstruct an invariant 111 of tarne bordisms,
which is not an invariant of ordinary bordism.

An elementary approach .ta controlled Whitehead theory
D.R.~N~ERSON

Let p : E -4 B be a map. Quinn has constructed a homology theory H~I(B, S(P))
in which the obstructions to solving tbe controlled end problem and the controlled
s-cobordism problem lie. He has also described· an' Atiyah-Hirzebroch type of
spectral sequence for calculating H~I(B, S(p)). Since Quinn's construction of this
theory is qui te complicated, it is desirable to have a more elementary approach to
it. The talk described one such approach, based on bounded controlled algebraic
,K-theory. .
.

Unanticipated general vanishing theorems in G-surgery
and applications to transformation graups
A.BAK
Uoint witb M.Morimoto)

•

A 3-dimensional homology G-surgery theorem is established and new, unexpected
general vanismng theorems for n-dimensional (n = 3 or ~ 5) G-surgel)' obstruction
groups are proved. These results are applied 10 show that· there is a smooth 1fixed point action. oE tbe alternating -group As on the standard spbere S9. Tbe
vanishing results are as folIows. H 1r is a finite abelian group and if u generates
a group (0') of order 2 then the semi-direct product 1r K (0') where er acts on 1r
by inverting each of its elements.js denoted ·hy (1r,u). H G is a finite group let
G(2) {g E GIg 2 = 1,9 # I}.
THEOREM The G-surgery obstruction grQups W: or '(Z[G),r(G(M»),w) are trivial in any one of the following situations
_
i) n = 4k+3, G(M) == G(2), the 2-hyperelemen:tary subgroups of G are ~belian,
w trivial.
ü) n
4k + 3, G = (1r,0'), G(M) ;2 1rU and if 11"2 :F 1 then -G(M) n 11"2 :F 0, w
trivial.
.

=

=

_
iii) n = 4k.+ ~, G, G(M),w 88 in ii).
iv)" n = 4k'+ 1, G =-(1r,u), G{M) 21ru, w(uj= -1, w(1r) = 1. _
v) n 4k~ G,G(M) and w as in iv) with the additional restnction

=

11r/1r2 1:$ 2.
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Diffeomorphism classiflca*ioD of simply-coDnected 7-manifolds
F.BERMBACH

Motivated. by the problem of classifying simply-connected 7-dimensional compaet
homogenous spaces, the surgery obstruction in Kreck's I-monoids for transforming anormal bordism (WS, v) of normal 2-smoothings Vi : Ml -+ X into an
s-cobordism is analysed. .
First an introduction to Kreck's manifold approach to surgery theory is given (normal k-smoothings, normal k-type), followed by the definition of the corresponding
surgery obstructions (l-monoids). The analysis of the l-obstructions leads to the

~~

Suppose given two simply-connected compaet manifolds Ml - both or
neither Spin - with 1t'2(Mi) ~
and H4(Mi) finite. (The normal 2-type of such
manifolds is H(W2)EDP: X = (cpoo)r·x BSpin -+ BO). Then MI is difFeomorphic
.to M 2 if. and only if there exist
(1).~ isomorphism ° : H4(MI ) -+ H 4 (M2 ) preserving the linking form,
(2) normal2-smoothings Vi : Mi -+ X such that
THEOREM

e

zr

ov; = v; : H 4(X) ..... H 4(MI ) -+.H4(M2 ) ,
(3) anormal bordism v : W ..... X (with v a 4-equivalence) satisfying the following
conditions:
. (a) sign(W) = 0 ,
(b) (v*z U P*-I V*II, [W,8W]) = 0 for a1l %,1/ E H4(X) with p. the rational
isOmorphism H4(W, aW) ..... H4(W)
(c) the partial quadratic refinem.ent of the linking form induced by the bordiSID vanishes on

6.

=

{(z,oz)IZEH4(Ml)}~H4(8W).

Remark: Condition (3) 'canbe dropped if IH.(Mi)1 is odd or H4(Mi) is generated
by products.
.

Higher order' Arf invariants

e

F.CLAUWENS

With my student Paul Wolters. Thia

m~terial is

in his thesis.

Given a ring with antistructure (R, 0, u), a new one (5, fJ, v) ia defined by taking

5

= R[t]/t n ,

v = 1'(1 + t)

Then the map p: L:(5) ..... Lt(R) given by t ...... 0 is an isomorphism. Composing
p-l with the discriminant map yields a map wl:Lg(R) -+ HO(C2 ,K1 (S». This
map can be viewed as the combination of all ordinary Ai:! invariants.

4
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H z E ker(Wl) then p-l(z) is the image of some y E L~(S); take its image in
H 1 (C2,K2(S» under the Hasse-Witt invariant. We t~U8 get a map
W2:ker(Wl) -+ coker(d:H 1 (C2 ,K1(S) -+ H 1(C2, K 2 (S, (t»)

•

The indeterminacy im(d) of this "secondary Arf invariant" is not too bad: if R ia
commutative it is given by Z t-+ {x, -u}. If moreover R ia equipped with a partial
A-atrueture e.g. for n = 3 with a map 8: R --+ R such that 8(a + 6) = 8(a) + 8( b) + ab
and 8(ab) = 8(a)'; + a2 8(6) - 28(a)8{6) then we can express the target group
in terms of the module of differentials flii. (Little ia WOD by taking n > 3).
This invariant suflices to detect al1 of L(F 2 [x, y]). It ia however unpraetica1 for
noncommutative rings.
These invariants are best tested on the subgroup ArJ( R) C L o( R) of all differences
(~, A,p)-(M, "\,jJ) between quadratie formS with the same underlying symmetrie

funn.

.

W~ also defined an invariant

T: Ar/(R)

--+

coker(l

+;: HQ1(R/2R) -+ BQ1{R/2R»

~here BQ. denotes quaternionie homology, and t/J a certain natural operation
it. It coincides with the combination of "'I an "'2 for commutative rings. In
case that R ia a group ring F 2 1r then HQ1(R) and hence coker(l + 4» can be
easily computed: they split as direct sums indexed by classes of elements of 11'

~n

under the relation generated by conjugation, inversion, a.nd squaring. The part
corresponding to the elass of an element 9 ia typically the quotient of the group
{h E 11'; hgh -1 = 9 or g-l} by the subgroup generated by all squares and by al1
2n
elements h for which h = 9 for some n.
THEOREM This invariant is injective on Ar/(F 2 1r') if 11' has an (infinite) cyclie
subgroup of finite index.
COROLLARY There ·are groups of this type (in the smallest example the index is
24) for which the map into the relative KQo group in theorem 12.2 of Bak's book
does not va.Wah.

•

Nil group8 as ftnitely generated ZN-modules
F.CONNOLLY

The Nil-K theory groups Ni Kj(R) are never finitely generated groups unless they
are zero, by a result of F.T .Farre1l. But we prove the following:
Let N = {I, 2, 3,4, ... }, a monoid under multiplication. Let Ni

=N

x N x ... x N.

1 Ni Kj( ) is actually a functor from rings to Z[Ni]-modules. H R =
Z[G), G a finite group we then have
a) NiKj(R) = 0 for all i ~ l,j ~ -1
b) NiKo(R) = l[N i ] (8)Z(N) NKo(R). The map N--+Ni ia the diagonal.
e) NKo{R) is a finitely generated Z[N]-module.
Analogous statements, with K 1 replacing K o, hold when R ia a finite ring.
THEOREM

5
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We then consider UNi1ii(R; R, R) if x = h or s, and R is any ring with involution.
We supply a missing caleulation in the following:
THEOREM 2 UNi1 21t:(R; R, R) is naturally a Z[N]-module. Moreover, UNiI 2 (Z; Z, Z)
is isomorphie to F 2 [N].
00

(Previously, it had been known to have exponent:::; 4 and to contain EI:) Z/2Z.)
t

Theorem 1 is joint work with M.daSilva. Theorem 2 is joint with T.Koiniewski.

Rational geometrie topology

J.F.DAVIS
Surgery theory reduces the classifieatioD of manifolds of dimension 2: 5 to homotopy theory and the study of Z[1rt]-modules. Unfortunately, the way ia fraught
with difficulty due to their complexities. However, the stahle homotopy groups
of spheres are rationally trivial, and a.ll Q[G]-modules are projective for a finite
group G. One might hope for corresponding simplification in rational geometrie
topology.

•

1 A CW comp~ex X with 1rl(X) = G finite has the ratio~a.l homotopy
type of a closed manifold of dimension n ~ 5 Hf
i) for all 9 E G..{l}, L(g) = Li(-)itrace(g*': Hi(X)~Hi(X) = 0
ii) X is a Q-Poinca.re complex of dimension n with orientation chara.cter w'
iii) 0'* (X) E On(G, w)
.
iv) H n == O(mod 4» and w = 1, there exist elasses Pi E H4i(X; Q) so that
L(Pl' ... Pn/4)[X] = sign(X) a.nd the Pontrjagin numbers of X.are the Pontr~
jagin numbers of a elosed manifold.

THEOREM

These conditions depend only on H*(X; Q). Here u* : On(G, w)~Ln(Q[GJ, w)"
is tbe Mishchenko-Ranicki symmetrie signature. The next theorem follows from
the eomputation of u* .
2 H n == 2(mod4) or n == O(mod4) and w ;f: 1 or n == O(mod4),
1 and sign(M) = 0, then for any free G-a.ction on an oriented manifold
M with M = M/G, tbe rational symmetrie intersection form on Hn/2(M;Q) is
hyperbolic.
H n == 3(mod4), u*On(G,w) = O.
H n = 1(mod4), O'*On(G, w) = 0 is generated by u*(lens spa.ces).
THEOREM

w

=

Much of this is joint work with J.Milgra.m..

•

Controlled topology and differential geometry
S.FERRY

In connection with tbe study of finiteness theorems in differential geometry, Gromov has introdueed spaces LGC( n, p) of manifolds. We prove that every precompa.ct subset of LGC(n,p) contains at most finitely many simple homotopy types.
This involves the study of controlled simple homotopy theory over limits of spaces
in LGC (n, p). The finiteness theorem above is true in spite of the fact that these

6
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limits need not he manifolds - or even finite-dimensional spaces. We also discuss
the problem 'of proving that such classes contam.finitely many homeomorphism
types.

Actions on

sn X RA: with Compact Quotient
I.HAMBLETON

(joint wi,th E.Pedersen)
What are the possible finite sub-groups of a group r which acta freely and properly
discontinuously on some product
X Rk with compact quotient? If a finite group
G acts freely and simplicially on a complex homotopy equivalent to a sphere
then G has periodie Tate cohomology. Swan proved in 1960 that this condition
was also sufIicient to construct such a simplicial action. A result of Connolly
and Prassidis (1989) is that any countable group with finite virtual cohomological
dimension and 'such that every finite subgroup has periodie cohomology, acts freely
and properly discontinuously on same
X RI:, hut their construction does. not
produce actions with compact quotient.

sn

sn,

sn

For free topological actions on
THEOREM

ically on

sn itself the first additional restrietion is:

(Milnor, 1957) A finite dihedral group does not act freely end topolog-

sn.

Milnor's argument used the compactness of
In contrast,

sn as well as the manifold structure.

EXAMPLE Any finite dihedral group with periodie cohomology acts freely and
smoothly on 53 x R3.

Another attempt to study the problem from this direction ia to study actions
on a sphere
with a standardly embedded invariant sub-sphere Sk-1. This
situation is related to our question if we assume that the action is free a.way from
the S"-l, since sn+" - 51:-1 ~ sn X RA:.

sn+A:

THEOREM

(Anderson-Pedersen, Hambleton-Ma.dsen, 1982) A finite dihedral group
sn+A: with fixed standard sub-sphere

ca.n not a.ct semifreely and topologically on

S"-l.
Our first result is a. generalization of this. Let R- denote the non-trivial 1dimensional representation of a finite dihedral group.
THEOREM 1 Let V be a linear representation of the dihedral group G = D2p of
order 2p, where p ia an odd prime. Then there is a topological action of G on a
sphere, free off' a standard sub-sphere where it is given by the unit sphere S(V),
if and only if V has at least two R_' summands.

This ia used to prove the Don- existence part of the following:
THEOREM 2 Let Q : D 2p --+ GLA:(Z) he a homomorphism and form the semidirect
product r = D 2p l( Z". The group r acta freely and properly discontinuously on
m
X R
with compact quotient for some n, m if and only if n == 3 (mod 4),
m = k and er considered a.s a real representation has at least two R_ summands.

sn

7
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Our non~xistenceresults ~ncem topological a.ctions, hut -tbe a.ctions constructed
in Theorem 2 are a.ctually smooth. The lowest dimensional"" example ia a ~
compact action on 53 x R2. The proof of Theorem 1 Uses the L-theory of additive
categories due to Ranicki (1990), and further develops the "bounded surgery theory" of Ferry and Pedersen (1990).
Quasi-linear actions on spheres
J.-C.HAUSMANN

Let a : G ~ On+l be an orthogonal representation of a compact 'Lie group G.
The induced action on sn is called a "linear action". H En is a codimension 1
submanifold of Rn+l, diffeomorphic to sn, with GE = E, this ~ induces an
action of G on sn. Such an action is called a quasi-linear (QL) action (associated
to a).
'

•

PROBLEMS 1. Which a.ctions of G on sn are QL?
2. Is a QL-action DIFF (or TOP)-conjugate to i~s associated linear action?
We can give precise answers for G finite, G = SI' or S3 and free actions. The
answer depends on the h-cobordism class of G\sn. For example:
"1. For G cyclic, there exist in general QL-actions which are not TOP-conjugate
to linear actions.
2. G = SI or 53, n - dimG > 4: any QL-action ia DIFF-conjugate to its
associated linear action.
3. G = 53, standard action on R8: any QL-action ia DIFF-conjugate to the
standard action iff the smooth Poinca.re conjecture is true in dimension 4.

QL-a.ctions occur naturally around isolated extrem&. of equivariant maps
R, where V is a G-manifold.

f :V

-+

Neighborhoods in stratifted spaces
B.HUGHES

The main result is a structure theorem for neighborhoods of strata in the manifold
homotopically stratified spaces introduced by Frank Quinn.
TEARDROP STRUCTURE THEOREM H X is a manifold homotopically stratified
spa.ce with no strata of dimension less than 5, then Ca.ch stratum has a teardrop
neighborhood in X.

•

H Y is a stratum of X, then such a neighborhood is given by first constructing a
stratified manifold approximate fibration over Y x R and then adjoining Y to the
total spare of this map with a natural topology.

Moreover, a very global result establishes a homotopy equivalence between simplicial sets of stratified manifold approximate fibrations over Y x R and neighborhood
germs of Y. Then a classification theorem for these maps (generalizing an unstratified result of myself, L.Taylor and B.Williams) yields a classification of neighborhood germs. The obstruction to the existence of mapping cylinder neighborhoods
becomes transparent.
8
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Other applications include a multiparameter i80topy extension theorem (generalizing the single isotopy result of Quinn), the local contractibility of the homeomorphism group of a compact stratified space (generalizing Siebenmann's result in
the loca1ly conelike case), the existence of tangent bundles (generalizing AndersonHsiang's result in the loca1ly conelike case), and a topologica1 version'of Thom's
First Isotop)' Theorem.
The main result was first discovered in the case of two strata. in the course of joint
woi'k of myself, L.Taylor, S.Weinberger and B.Williams.

•

A spectral sequence in surgery

A.F .KHARSILADZE
(joint with I.Hambleton)
For all integers n, m the spaces Xn,m are constructed so that Xo,o = Lo(G), XI,l =
L~l(G-), and 80 on, with Li(G) the Quinn-Ranicki spectra. Maps Xn,m-+Xn-l,m
and Xn,m-+Xn,m+l are defined so that the square

/Xn-l,m~
Xn.m~

X n- 1 ,m-l

/

ia a homotopy pullback. Now the homotopy spectral sequence of infinite filtration

Xoo,o -+ ... -+ Xn,o

•

--+

Xn-l,o

-+ ...

-+ Xo,o --+ X- 1 ,o -+ ...

-+

X-oo,o

is defined with Er,q = '1rq-p(Xp,O,Xp+I,O) = LN,(fr-+G-) and E~,9 = H~(Z/2;
LN,(1r-+G-»; the last being the Tate cohomology group of l/2 with BrowderLivesay group LN,(1r-+G-) as coefficients with respect to the involution 4> acting
on LN,. If (M,/) ia a quadratic form over (Z[1r),a, u) then 4> takes it to (M' ,I')
with m'r = m(trt- 1 ), and I'(m, n) = w(t)t- 1 I(rn, n)t.

Complex structures on manifolds homeomorphic to Grassmanians
A.LIBGOBER

Kodaira and Hirzebruch gave the following charaeterization of cpn: if X is a
Kähler manifold homeomorphic to cpn then X is analytically equivalent to cpn.
(The case Cl = -(n + 1)00, u a positive generator of H2(X;Z) does not oc~ 88
follows from Yau's work). Brieskom gave a similar charaeterization of quadrics (of
dimension> 2). For Grassmanians Gr(n, n + m) of n-spaces in c n + m the following
ia true:
9
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THEOREM Let X be a compact Kä.hler manifold such that there exists tP : X -+
Gr(n, n + m) which is ·a homeomorphism and Q is a rank m holomorphic bundle
generated by global sections, the Chern elasses of which are t/J. images of ehern
classes of the universal quotient bundle of Gr( n, n + m) then X is analytically
equivalent to Gr(n,n +m)..

There is an extension of this theorem to all hermitian symmetrie spaces (irredueible) of classical type. .

Applications of equivariant surgery
M.MoRIMOTO

We have recently proved that G-surgery obstruetion groups frequently vanish when
the set of special involutions G(X) is very large. This has encouraged U8 to seele
constructions of various G-actions, using G-surgery where G(X) is' very large. The
following theorems were obtained using this philosopby.
THEOREM

I

sn has smooth one fixed point actions of A

THEOREM 11 For an arbitrary fake lens space X
lens space Y with involuti!JD t:T such that
i) Y is simple homotopy equivalent to X, and
IS

sm

hi
{
lleomorp c to Rpm l1 Rpm

..) ytT· dia
11

2m

5

if n

~

6 and n

~

•

8.

+ (m ~ 2), there exists a fake
1

(111'1 (X)I odd)
(111'1 (X)I even) .

THEOREM 111 The number of the As-homeomorphism classes of singular sets E.
of homology 3-spheres E having one fixed point A 5 -aetions, ia 4.

[Theorems 11 and 111 were obtained in joint work with A.Bak.]

Open cones in controUed topology
H.J.MuNKHOLM

Chapman's and Quinn's solutions to the controlled end problem and the CODtrolled h-cobordism problem 100. to controlled K -tbeoretic groups which are not
weIl understood from an algebraic. viewpoint. Pedersen, and later on Anderson
and Munkholm, developed a boundedly controlled analogue of Chapman's and
Quinn's work when the algebra is much ni eer, especially where the controlling
space is an open cone. In fact, in that case the boundedly controlled K -theory ia
80 homology theory. Pedersen (and coworkers) have applied this theory succesfully
to important problems, but basica1ly tbe question of the a.ctual occurrenee of open
cones (in tbe controlled end problem, say) has not been asked. In this lecture
I show that - under slightly stronger ab initio conditions than those imposed by
Chapman, or Quinn - any controlled end problem p : M ~ B over a compact
metric space eau be "enhanced" to a problem p : M -+ O(B) controlled over tbe
open cone of B, and such that the K-theory of (M,p) "a.t 00" is equal to that of
80 suitably defined open CODe O(q) : O(X) -+ O(B) for some q : X ~ B.

•

I also give explicit geometrie, and algebraie, deseriptions of the term "a.t 00" above.
The talk is stroDgly related to the talk by Anderson at this conference.
10
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Morse theory of closed I-for~ and related algebraic constructions
A.V.PAZHITNOV

Let M be a manifold, w be a closed I-form. w is said to be a Morse form if
locally w = dh, h a Morse function. In the early 80's Novikov proposed the
theory which enables one to obtain the analogues of the Morse inequalities for this
situation. The analogUe of the Morse complex here is the chain complex over a
special completion
of the group ring A of 1rl(M) (or some suitable quotient
G of 1rl(M) ), where = [w] is the ~eRham cohomology class. This completion
has the good algebraic properties for at least two cases: 1) G ia free abelian and
determines a monomorphism G -+ R, (J.-C. Sikorav) 2) G is free and = [w] ia
any cohomology class (the author). In the case 1) Ae ia a principal ideal domain
and in the case 2) Ae, is a semifir, i.e. a.ny f.g. right ideal is free.

Ai

•

e

e

e

Using the property 1) one obtains the Morse-type inequalities. They are sharp for
the following cases: 11"1 (Mn) = Z, n ~ 6 (M.Farber); 1rl (Mn) ~ zm, n ~ 6, is in
general position (the author).

e

The generalization of these results for dimension 5 were also discussed.

Equivariant pseudo-isotopy
M.RoTHENBERG

Let G be a finite group, V a finite dimensional representation, and TOPG(V) the
group of G-homeomorphisms. Ib Madsen and myself have been engaged in a
long study of the homotopy properties of TOPG(V). The key to deriving stability
properties is an analysis ofthe homotopy fiber PG(V) ofTopa(V) -+ TopG(V +R),"
which is also the group of G-pseudo-isotopies. Here are same recent results of ours.
THEOREM

prime to

1 Suppose V has codimension k gaps between its fixed point sets, p is
Then for 0 < i :5 m,

IGI and let m = dimV.
1ri(Pa(V»(p) ~

EBki- m + (Z[NH/H])(9(H,P» ,
1

H

•

where H varies over the conjugacy clas8es of isotropy subgroups for V, q is the
maximal p-ideal of the p-localized Burilside ring asociated to H, and where Kj =
Wh, Ko, K_ 1 for j = 1,0, -1. The same holds for i = 0 when G has odd order.
Hone does not localize away from the group order of G these homotopy groups
are far more complicated; they are not just equivariant algebraic K -groups.
Given representations V, W of G we construct a G-map tr : P(V) ~ Map(W, P(V +
where W is the one point compactification, and P(V) is the group of all
pseudo-isotopies. We then have the following stability theorem:

W»

THEOREM 2 Suppose V has codimension k gaps between the fixed sets and that
V ~d V + W have the same set of isotropy subgroups. Then u is (dimV + k - 3)connected on r,-fixed point sets for all r ~ G.
.

Let

U8

define Ra(V)

PG(V)/Pp1a(V), where Ppl denotes piecewise linear

11
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pseudo-i80topies. Pp1a(V) is connected up 'ta the range' of dimensions in theorem 1, and thus Ra(V) also satisfies Theorem 1. D~e an equivariant spectrum
PR(V)

=

colimw Map(W,R(V + W

+ R»

The associated RO( G)-graded homology and cobomology groups are denoted by
PRo(X) and PRO(X), with Q in RO(G). Tbeorem 2 teDs U8 tbat
THEOREM 3 For i < 0 PRi(X) = K&~(X), where the K~groups are the controlled
equivariant pI K-groups of Steinberg~-West.

Theorem 1 gives U8 a caleulation of the grOUp8 of a point localized away from the
order of the group.

•

Algebraic Homotopy
J.R.SMITH

This talk discusses applications of work in homotopy theory to tbe problem of
computing surgery obstructions of fiber bundles.

o

the homotopy-t.heoretic work originally studied the problem of determining the
cohomology ring strueture of the total' spa.ce of a fibration. Tbe question of computing the chain-complex was already solved some time ago by Szczarba, Brown,
Gugeilheim and others (from variOUB points of view, and with varying degrees of
elegance and generality).
The speaker developed a functor C(.) that incorporates tbe chain complex of a
space with a "higher diagonal" structure.
DEFINITION H X is a simpliciaJ complex C(X) consists of the chain complex of X
together with a sequence of Sn equiva.riant diagonal maps R(Sn)®C(X) --+ c(x)n.
Here, C(X) ia tbe simplicial chain-complex of X, Sn is the symmetrie group, and
R(Sn) ia the bar resolution of Z over Z Sn.
.

These higher diagonal struetures were shown to determine the (geometrie) coproduct strueture (in fact, the higher coproduct strueture) of the cobar construction
and of the total spare of fibrations. (In fact, it can be shown to determine the
homotopy type of a pointed simply-connected simplicial c o m p l e x ) . .
This is applied to compute the symmetrie surgery obstruetion of a surgery problem
that is the total spare of a fiber bundle over another surgery problem.
Let M m and Nm be compact manifolds. Let G be a topological group acting on M
and N and let f : M -+ N be a degree-1 normal map that is G-equivariant. Now
let Bi be an additional compact manifold and suppose that B x( M and B x( N
are fiber bundles, where
B ~ Ba ia the elassifying map of a principaJ bundle
indueing both of tbe above. Then 1 x f : B x( M --+ B x( N ia also a degree-1
normal map. Any framing of this map restriets to a framing for f : M --+ N, so
we get (symmetrie) surgery obstruetions 0'*(1 x f) and u*(f). We give an explieit
formula for computing (7*(1 x f) from u·(/) and "higher" symmetrie invariants
1)i E H·(Si, Z t ~z 1r C(B)i).

e:
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Theformulafor (7·(lxf) (88 achain-map from W
(O(B) 0( 0(/» ia the following:

L:

= R(S2) to (C(B)®(C(/»'0Ztr
.

(l~a)0(10a)o(10pol-1 (1)

al~l,ol~1

o (1 0

-.

eOl 0 1) ~ (1 (8) e02 0 1)

oV(al,Q2) 0 (~ol+o2+2 01) 0 (!l01,02 0

(7.(/»

0

6.R

+ untwisted product
: R( S 2) ~ (C(B) ®( C(/»' ®z tr (C(S) ~( C(/»
Here:
.1. 6.R : R(S2) ~ R(S2) ® R(S2) ia the coproductj
2. C(/) ia the chain-complex of the algebraic mapping cone and a : C(G) 0
. C(f) ~ C(f) ia the chain-evel description of the action of Gj
.
3. p: 'C(G) (8) C(G) ~ C(G) ia induced by the product.
4. !lol,ol : R(S2) ~ R(Sol+ 0 2+ 2) is a degree-al + a2 map (nel1er a chain-map).
5.
C(B) ~ O(G) ia (by abuse of notation) the twiating cochain induced by
B ~ Ba classifying the fiber bundles in question.
-. the map
6. V(01,02): C(B)~1+1®C(B)02+1(8)C(/)0C(/)-+ C(B)(8)C(B)Ol ®C(f)®
C(B) 0 C( B)02 ® C(/) ia the isomorphism that shufBes the factors.
The tI-functio~ are defined inductively via the formula:

e:

e:

~

1
1/....... --( - 1)0
. +02 V' { 1/....... 0 U

+

01+ 0 2

L:
'=1

~), ... ,2, ... ,~ 0

..

2 iD .Sb poai'ioo

+( -1)01(3 0

, .1

•

,,0 2-1 0 1) 0 (1 0

+

{!l1/"1.~.-1·'

o l- 1,o2'

0,

if 1 < 01 < t + 2
if 0) ~.t + 2,02 > 1
oth~se
,

+ 2)-1~2,1,. ..,1 0 {Ya:1,02-1,
0,

if 01 ~ 2,02
otherwise

>1

L: S([a~ + 2, o~ + 2], [a~ + 2,0; + 2]) tlo~,a~ ® zo~,o~
0

o~+O~'-OI
o~+O~-02

'

0

l!J. R }

.

.

where:
1.
2.
3.
4.

V' : R( SOl+02) -+ R(SOl+o2) ia the canonical contracting homotopy.
!lo,o = id : R(S2) -+ R(S2)j
!lo,i !/i,O
0, if i > Oj
S([o~ + 2, 02 + 2], [Q~ + 2, o~ + 2]) is the permutation that shu1Hes these two

=

=

sequences together (with its associated sign)j

5. The map T01,...,a, : S. ~ 5101 (where
permutation

..

lai = Ei=1 Oi), 18 defined to send . the

(7 ES. to the permutation (LL 1

C1(I)

•••
•••

LL i

C1,

),

~here Li is the
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sequence of integers {I

.

the permutation

+ E~:~ Qi, ... , E~=l tri}.

{3}) = (1

({1,2}
{3}

{1,2}

2

3)

For example T 2 ,l(1,2) is

3 1 2 .

6. The map8 'rOI,...tOIl : "R(SI:) -+ R(Slol) are defined to send al . (a21. --la.] to

TOI,.. ~,OIl(al)· 'rca;-I{Ol,...,OIl}(l- [421- -·Ia.])
and 1 . [all ... la.] to

7. the ZOI,O, : R(S2) -+ R(SOl+0,) are maps of degree
inductively by the formula

+

01+ 0 ,

L

.=1

(-1)''!'~, ... ,2, ... ,1,O

"-"

,

+

in ,tb p~i'ioD

{ZOt-1,a"
ZOl.o.-b

0,

01

+ 02

-

1 defined
/

if 01 > 1 .
if a l=1,anda2>1
otherwise

L S([Q~,a~],[o~,a~])o.oza~,Q~ ®Za~',a~ OAR}

a~ +a~'aal
a~+a~=Q2

where * : R(SOI+O,)®R(SOt+ o,) -+ R(Sot+ o,) is the twisted shufile product,
end ZO,o = O,ZO,1 ([ ]) = ZI,O([ ]) = [].
The speaker has a Pascal program for "computing these functions.

Groups acting on sn X RI::
Variations on a theme of Hambleton-Pedersen
C.W.STARK

Ian Hambleton and Erik Pedersen have shown that ZI: CI( D 2p can act freely, properly
discontinuously, and cocompactly on sn X HI: (see their paper, "Bounded surgery
and dihedral group actions on spheres"). This talk generalizes their construction
to show that dihedral subgroups are a.ctually quite common in groups acting on
a product of a sphere and a Euclidea.n space, with the properties listed above.
The argument, which follows theirs, smooths a Poincare complex constrocted as a
singular bundle over a 2-orbifold with an even number of elliptic points of order 2;
the generic fiber is a homotopy lens space and the singular fiber is a Swan complex
for the dihedral group. A variation replaces the 2-orbifold with an aspherical
maillfold of higher dimension that carries an effective torus action.

•
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A vanishing theorem for Nil-groups
P.VOGEL

Let A be a ring. Denote hy L, A the smallest class of modules containing projective
A-modules, which is stahle under direet limit and such that
.
tor every ahort exact sequence of A-modules, if two are in L,A the third is also
in L,A.
DEFINITION

Ais ca1led weakly regular if every A-module belongs to L,A.

If every finitely presented ·A-module has finite homological dimension
A is weakly regular.
EXAMPLE

THEOREM Let A be a weakly regular ring. Let SI and S2 be two right and leftprojective A- bimodules.
Then the Waldhausen spectra NIL,(A, 51) and NIL,(A, 52) are contractihle.
COROLLARY Let C be the smallest class of groups containing free groups, which
is stahle under direct limit (with injections) and amalgamated free products (also
with injections).
Then for every G E C the spectrum W1t(G) is contraetihle.
REMARK

The class C is stahle under suhgroups and extensions.

Automorphisms of manifolds
M.WEISS

(joint with B.Williams)
Given a compact manifold Mn we construct a commutative di~gram

such that
i) if n > 4 the vertical maps are. equivalences through the concordance sta1?le
range,
ü) 8 is the connecting map associated to the assembly for the functor LA, and
iii) the functor LA ia an algebraic concoction of surgery L-theory and Waldhausen's A-theory.

Berichterstatter: A.A.Ranicki
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